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School Effectiveness Framework Indicators 

A culture of high expectations supports the belief that all students can learn, progress and The teaching and learning environment is inclusive, promotes the intellectual engagement of all 
students and reflects individual student strengths, needs, learning preferences and cultural 
perspectives. (SEF 3.1) 
Opportunities for authentic learning experiences and experiential learning exist in all classrooms, 
schools and community programs. (SEF 5.2) 
The school and community build partnerships to enhance learning opportunities and well‐being for 
students. (SEF 6.3) 
Staff, students, parents and school community promote and sustain student well-being and positive 
student behaviour in a safe, accepting, inclusive and healthy learning environment (SEF 2.5)

School Improvement Plan for Student Achievement 

Mission and Vision 

achieve. (SEF 4.1) 
A clear emphasis on high levels of achievement in literacy and numeracy is evident throughout 

the school. (SEF 4.2) 

A variety of relevant and meaningful assessment data is used by students and educators to 

continuously monitor learning, to inform instruction and to determine next steps. (SEF 1.2) 

Collaborative instructional leadership builds capacity to strengthen and enhance teaching and 

learning. (SEF 2.1) 

Smart Goals If we … then 

* * 

Smart Goals If we … then 

Data / Needs Assessment 
Gap Analysis 

* EQAO
* Other

 Targeted Instructional Strategies / Action Visible in Schools  Targeted Instructional Strategies / Action Visible in Schools 
* * 

School Improvement Plan for Student Achievement 2016/2017 
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	Text1: Equity Goal:If we make all of our programs, clubs, field trips inclusive then we will create a safe and equitable environment in our school.Environmental Goal:If we encourage our students to continue to take more responsibility by updating Sustainable Environmental practices (including: recycling & a plan to deal with organic/green), then we will reduce waste and our footprint on our environment.Healthy School Goal:If we educate staff, students, parents and all members of our school community about healthy living practices (mental & physical), then we will have a positive effect on the health of our school community (e.g., fitness breaks, mental health notices, anti-stress techniques).Pathways/Community Care Culture and EquityIf grade 7-10 teachers network at cross panel opportunities, then our students will be better supported in their transition from elementary to secondary school.Refer to Safe, Equitable and Inclusive School Strategy
	Text2: Mission Statement:Our mission is to meet the needs of the individual student and to foster enthusiasm for life long learning by providing a variety of opportunities in a safe and caring environment. School Motto and Mascot:The school motto is “Effort Towards Excellence” and is an important part of the daily expectations of staff and students.
	Text3: If phonemic awareness is systematically taught, then our students will improve their skills, as measured by the Fountas and Pinnell assessment.If we explicitly model the critical thinking mindset and process, then our students will demonstrate resiliency by risk taking to solve problems.If we focus on communication for different purposes (e.g., to present data, to justify a solution, to express a mathematical argument) in oral, visual, and written forms, then students' answers will be supported with evidence/proof that shows a deeper understanding of thinking and application.If we build student capacity around self-assessment and meta-cognition, then students will make connections within and between various contexts and communicate this clearly to others.
	Text4: All extracurriculars will be designed to ensure that all students will be able to participate equally. Opportunities will be given to all students, particularly targeting students who may not typically participate (especially At-risk and special needs students).The Environmental Club will be implementing updates to the recycling and composting program during nutrition breaks.Healthy lifestyle and stress management opportunities will be offered to the staff.Mental health inserts will be included in the school newsletter each month.Intramurals & DPA will be done to encourage healthy living practices for students.Cross panel opportunities with Intermediate teachers and high school teachers will be organized.
	Text5: Use diagnostics to identify achievement gapsSet targets and implement specific strategies to increase student learningSet Learning Goals & Success Criteria with students to create an understanding of what they are learning and why Provide descriptive, timely feedback to identify next steps for instructionEncourage students to make their thinking visible through ongoing reflection      Provide guided, explicit instruction of the mathematical processes (problem solving, reasoning and proving, reflecting, selecting tools and computational strategies, connecting, representing and communicating)      Deliver a balanced mathematics program that includes basic skills, problem solving and targeted instruction Incorporate assistive technology into daily class work and purposefully integrate technology (Blended Learning, UG2GO, Bring Your Own Device) into daily instruction      Increase instruction in phonemic awareness, phonics, fluency, vocabulary and comprehension and develop cross curricular links in all subject areas.Teach higher order critical literacy/thinking skills (e.g., inference, extending understanding, point of view, analyzing/evaluating).      Develop rich thinking tasks, using inquiry, accountable talk and effective questions to improve students’ understanding and engagement.
	Text6: CASI, PM, Report Card data, Division developed assessments


